Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is to study the comparative (1) ùit) = Liu) with ua= (¡3 £ C, and the perturbed equation
with xCT= xfi £ C. For <f> £ C suppose that
where r¡ is an n x n matrix function of bounded variation on [-r, 0] . A as C = P © Q, Tit)cf>P can be continued for t -» -« and <f> £ C.
Theorem 1. Let A be a finite set of eigenvalues of (1), and let C be decomposed by A as C = P © Q. Let Dit) be a continuous n x n nonsingular matrix for t > o -r. For (f> £ C, suppose L and F satisfy:
(i) \DtTit -a)<p\ < K\<f>\, t>a,
(ii) \DtTit -s)X%F(s, <f>)\ < Mais, \Ds<f>\), o<t,cr<s, of (1) for t>a such that
Proof. Choose (f> £ C such that K\<f>\ < M. Let x(i) be a solution of (2) takes the form x, = zit) -f°° Tit -s)XPFis, x )ds + P Tit -s)X®Fis, x )ds,
Easy calculations show that uit) defined by }zit)i0), (5) uit) -<... iz(t)iO), t>a, \zio)it -a), a -r < t <a, satisfies u¿ = zit) and is a solution of (1). Finally using (ii), (iii), and (4) we have lD,(*,-"PI <fle-yit-s)cois, ris)) ds + f™ cois, ris)) ds.
An exercise in Brauer and Nohel [l, p. 182] implies that (3) holds.
The next theorem will be a partial converse of Theorem 1, but it is convenient to state first the following lemma.
Lemma 1 
Finally x satisfies
xt -j^ Tit -s)X®Fis, As)) ds -f°° Tit -s)XPFis,%vis)) ds.
Proof. The first conclusion is obtained as in the proof of Theorem 1.
The second and third conclusions are verified by straightforward calculations.
Theorem 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. Let uit) be a solution of (1) for t> a with ucr= cb £ C. If \cp\ is sufficiently small, there exists a r > ct and a solution xit) of (2) for t > r such that (3) holds.
Proof. In the following we will construct a set // and a mapping S on H and apply the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem to obtain a fixed point. For / and Í in a compact subinterval of /, the inequality
shows that SÍH) is equicontinuous on compact subintervals of /. Hence the closure of SiH) is compact and by the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem, S has a fixed point z in H.
We have seen that xit) = D~ 1it)Szit) = D~ lit)zit) satisfies
x(i) m Lixt) + Fit, x(), t > r, xT = uT -j Tir -s)XPFis, x) ds, which is (2). As in the proof of Theorem 1 we find that (3) holds. If we take D(') = l/(¿ + 2) on -1 < U and w(i, A) = Kit + 2)iait)X2, the hy- 
